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0.1 Introduction
We will be using the retired SPT-SZ cryostat to operate TES detectors today using a digital
frequency domain multiplexing (dfmux) readout system. The SPT-SZ cryostat was at the South
Pole from 2007-2012 taking data for the South Pole Telescope Sunyaev-Zel-Dovich experiment. The
detectors that are currently inside the cryostat were produced for the SPT-3G experiment but were
lower quality than desired so did not end up being part of the final deployed instrument.

We will be using a Grafana webpage to live plot the temperatures inside the cryostat and a few
bolometer timestreams: * http://gwyneth.uchicago.edu:3000/ When you open that link you will be
able to choose from a few different dashboards. We will want to open webpage with the “SPT-SZ
Cryoboard Dashboard” and a separate page with “Bolometers” dashboard.

From the SPT-SZ Cryorboard Dashboard there will be plots showing thermometers measuring
different tempreatures within the SPT-SZ cryostat: * The sub-Kelvin cooler used in the SPT-SZ
cryostat is a Simon-Chase “Helium 10” fridge (He4-He3-He3). Refer to Brad Benson’s cryostat
lecture for more details. The cooling power that gets the cryostat down to a ~few Kelvin is a Pulse
Tube Compressor. * You can see a variety of temperatures inside the cryostat reported on the
website above. Feel free to peruse them all, but we will be focusing on the plots in the upper right
corner - mostly the ‘UC Stage’ thermometer, which is the closest thermometers to the detectors *
- Please ignore readings for the ‘UC Far’ thermometer, it is known to have a wrong calibration.

In this lab you will be operating SQUIDs and superconducing Transisition Edge Sensor (TES)
bolometers.

The outline will be: * Take SQUID measurements (V-Phi curves) * Tune SQUIDs * Overbias
bolometers * Tune bolometers (or ‘drop’ bolometers into their transitions)

Between overbiasing and tuning the bolometers the temperature of the cyostat’s coldest stage (which
is the detector’s thermal bath) will be changed from above to below the tranistion temperature of
the detectors.

Practical Aspects

Everyone should be following along with the steps within this jupyter notebook and watch the
livestream of the detectors and cryostat temperatures. However, because we are controlling actual
SQUIDs and detectors within the cryostat only one person can actually ‘run’ this jupyter notebook
and actually command the biases to be applied to the SQUIDs and detectors. The person running
the notebook should project/share their screen so others can follow along.

Even with only one person officially running the jupyter notebook, the data taken will be able to
be seen by everyone thoughout the lab. Each call we run on the system produces a time-stamped
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directory in dated directory under: * /pydfmux_output/summer2022/

Within the appropriate directory there are automatically generated plots and pdfs. These can be
viewed using the browser to the left of this jupyter notebook and clicking on a plot or pdf will open
it in a new tab. It is easiest to find your lastest run tests if you sort by “Last Modified” in the
browser area.

NOTE

Some of the calls in this lab take 10-15 minutes to run and must be ran sequentially. Keep an eye
on when the scripts end (an astrik is shown instead of a number next to the line if a command is
still running) and for the SQUID section try to run the run_tune_squid. The output printed when
the pydfmux scripts are working shows up with a red background for some reason even though
things are working correctly, so try to pay attention to the words it prints instead of just the color
behind the test. Everything that is printed to screen is also saved in a log file under the directory
for the script call, you can navigate to the appropriate timestamped directory using the browser
on the left and click on files to open them in new tabs from within this jupyter hub.

0.2 Import useful libraries
pydfmux is the software package for controling the dfmux readout system (which includes con-
trolling the SQUIDs and detectors)

cmb_summer_calls is a wrapper function written specifically for this lab that groups multiple
pydfmux function calls into easier to issue commands for simplicity. If you are curious you can look
at all of the functions (and their parameters) that get called from within the cmb_summer_calls.py
file using the browser to the left in the Jupyter Notebook.

The one person who is running the lab notebook will need to be sure to uncomment the line
importing cmb_summer_calls. This import was left commented in the notebook on purspose to
attempt to ensure multiple people are not trying to control the cryostat by running this notebook
simultaneously.

[ ]: import pydfmux
#import cmb_summer_calls as cmb

0.3 Load the hardware map
The hardware map is how we keep track of which pieces of hardware are connected to each other
(detectors, SQUIDs, LC boards, readout boards, etc.). You can see a full stable copy of the
hardware map (which is just a few .csv files) in the hardware_map directory.

Each of the categories below load up different lists of hardware. Today we will only be really using
two categories - ‘bolos’ & ‘squids’ (TES bolometers and SQUIDs).

[ ]: ### logging settings ###
pydfmux.set_console_level('INFO') # this just tells pydfmux what type of␣

↪messages to print to the screen
# Load Hardware Map and query it for the objects we will use

pydfmux.logger.info('Loading in HWM')
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hwm_location = 'hardware_map/hwm_W147.yaml'
s = pydfmux.load_session(open(hwm_location))
pydfmux.logger.info('Finished Loading HWM')
hwm = s['hardware_map']
ds = hwm.query(pydfmux.Dfmux)
sqcbs = hwm.query(pydfmux.SQUIDController)
squids = hwm.query(pydfmux.SQUID) ########## This is a fancy list of the␣

↪SQUIDs we will use
rmods = hwm.query(pydfmux.ReadoutModule)
bolos = hwm.bolos_from_pstring('0028/1/1/*') #hwm.query(pydfmux.Bolometer) ␣

↪####### This is a fancy list of the bolometers we will be using
rchans = hwm.query(pydfmux.ReadoutChannel)
pydfmux.logger.info('Finished querying HWM for common object types')

hwm.query(pydfmux.Dfmux).resolve()

0.4 SQUID V-phi curves & Tunings
The command takes 10-15 minutes to run, when it finishes it will print “———- Finished
run_squid_vphis() ———-”.

After it has finished look at the plots in the output folder, it will be date stamped and the plots/pdfs
can be opened from the browser to the left within the Jupyter Hub.

Just below sweeps though different bias voltages for the SQUIDs, refer to Adam’s lecture to learn
more about the phsyics that are happening in the SQUIDs during V-Phi curves.

[ ]: cmb.run_squid_vphis(squids)

As soon as the V-Phi curves finish running above start automatically tuning the squids
(run_tune_squids below). The automatic SQUID tuning will take about 10 minutes and you
will know it is finished when you see the “———- Finished run_tune_squids() ———-” pintout.

While the automatic SQUID tuning is running, look at the V-phi curves you just finished taking
and think figure out where you would ideally tune the SQUIDs if you were doing it by hand. Look
back at the notes from Adam Anderson’s lecture to remind yourself about how SQUIDs work.

[ ]: cmb.run_tune_squids(squids)

If all SQUIDs successfully tuned start overbiasing the bolos in the next step.

While the bolos_overbias function is being ran take a look at the PDFs and plots saved by the
automatic SQUID tuning. You can look at the Summary PDF, but also take a closer look at the
individual PDFs for each SQUID. Do you think the SQUIDs were tuned at reasonable points? Are
they the similar to the points you would have tuned the squids to by hand after looking at the
V-Phi curves?
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0.5 Overbias bolos
Make sure the bolometers are in the ‘normal’ state with the stage temperature above the Tc
(transistion temperature). The Tc for the SPT-3G detectors being used here is about 500mK.

The plot below shows a ‘network analysis’ of a dfmux readout comb. By sweeping a small voltage
in frequency over the readout band we can see all of the detector resonance peaks. Each peak
corresponds to the frequency that a detector will respond to. The blue curve was taken while the
detector stage had a temperature above the Tc of the detectors, while the black curve was taken
with the stage temperature below the detector Tc. Why are there differences between the blue and
black curves?

When we overbias the bolometers we will be applying a separate bias to each detector at the
frequency of its corresponding peak in the network analysis. Are there any peaks in the plot below
that we should not apply a bias to? Any that may not be peaks corresonding to good detectors?

When we run the overbias_bolos the script applies the biases and also performs some tests to make
sure things seem to be working well.

[ ]: # First we select the bolometers we want to overbias

squids = hwm.query(pydfmux.SQUID) ########## This is a fancy list of the␣
↪SQUIDs we will use

#bolos = hwm.query(pydfmux.Bolometer) # hwm.bolos_from_pstring('0028/1/1/*')␣
↪#hwm.query(pydfmux.Bolometer) ####### This is a fancy list of the␣
↪bolometers we will be using

bolos = hwm.bolos_from_pstring('0028/1/1/*')

[ ]: # Make sure that there are no biases currently applied to the bolometers so we␣
↪are sure to start with a fresh slate

cmb.run_do_zero_combs(rmods,bolos)

[ ]: #Now we actually apply bias voltages to the bolometers.
# This script does a lot under the hood to make sure things are behaving as the␣

↪bias is applied.

cmb.run_overbias_bolos(bolos,squids)
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After you have successfully overbiased the detectors let the lab coordinater know. They will lower
the cold stage teomperature to below the transition temperature of the detectors, watch along on
the temperature plot webpage.

You can also watch along with the bolometer timestream grafana webpage. If you notice any sudden
changes in the bolometer timestreams as the stage temperature drops it may indicate bolometers
that have “latched” or quickly went to be superconducting.

0.6 Tune Bolometers
Once the stage has been lowered to about 300mK (well below the transition temperature of the
detectors) and you can start tuning the detectors.

This is sometimes called ‘tuning’ or ‘dropping’ the bolometers into the transition where they will
live (or be ‘operated’) during CMB observations.

NOTE - Be sure to watch the Bolometer Grafana page while tuning the detectors!! * What is
happening? * Can you tell when the detectors ‘enter the transition’?

[ ]: cmb.run_drop_bolos(hwm, squids, bolos)

Take a look at the output pdfs from drop_bolos. There will be a lot of plots to flip through, you
will also make more quantitative versions of these plots in the TES Analysis lab.

When you look through the plots now though, are they what you expected to see? Is there any
fishy behavior?

One thing that can happen when dropping detectors into their transition is that they ‘latch’ or
quickly jump to becoming superconducting. This can lead to odd behaviors and can cause issues
for the entire comb of bolometers. Do any of the bolometers you dropped seem to latch? Did they
all achieve the resistance and Rfrac (fraction of the normal resistance) you expected them to?

If you want to look at a comb where some odd things hap-
pened when a bolometer latched you can look here: pydf-
mux_output/summer2022/20220805/20220805_114429_drop_bolos/IceBoard_0028.Mezz_1.ReadoutModule_1.pdf

NOTE

For the TES Analysis lab you will be taking a more quantitative look at the data you took just now,
so make sure to write down and remember the directory of the drop_bolos output just created.
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